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Re-opening to all pupils

We have been working to finalise our plans for the re-opening of school to all pupils in September and
you should have received your letter outlining what these arrangements will be. We realise that some
families will have difficulties with the multiple drop off and pick up times and are asking them to
contact school so we can work with you to come up with a solution.
As we have mentioned previously, the final decision regarding re-opening will be made by the
government on August 11th. If there are any changes to the plan we will contact you.
Finally, please note that Trafford has granted schools an extra inset day which we will be taking on
Wednesday 2nd September. This means that all children will return to school on Thursday 3rd
September.

Stars of the Week

Stars of the Week

The bubble stars for this week are:

The home learning stars for this week are:
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Hot Choc from the Head

School Uniform

Miss Kelly was out and about in the local area
yesterday delivering the hot chocolate from the head
prizes for this half term.

Marks and Spencer has informed us that while
they are experiencing delays , they anticipate
that stocks of polo shirts and T-shirts will be replenished during July and Sweatshirts/cardigans
during August.

A very big well
done to:
Joseph P
Daisy M
Zayn A
Jeremy H
Sonny R
Harry H

David N
Olivia N
Elizabeth O
Alex Gi
Phoebe H

They are also running a 25% off promotion from
2nd July-30th September.
Also, please remember that the fabulous Mrs
Thompson is running her pre-loved uniform shop
via Friends of Moorlands on Facebook. She is
also collecting donations of good quality, no
longer needed uniform which can be arranged
via Facebook or can be dropped off at the school
office.

Parent Consultation Meetings
Thank you for bearing with us during the technical issues we have experienced with the parent
consultation meetings. Just when we thought we had it all organised, it went wrong! Please accept our
apologies for any time wasted and rest assured we will catch up with any missed appointments at a
convenient time.
Thank you also for the wonderful messages of support and appreciation for the school and staff that you
have passed on during the past couple of weeks . They have certainly bolstered our spirits as we reach
the end of what has been the most unusual of years!

Home Learners
Thank you for sending in your entries for the Moorlands’ Got Talent show. Mr Clark is now working on
putting the entries together into a show for us all to enjoy next week.
Well done to all of you who have been working tirelessly at home, completing all of your online learning
tasks and the weekly challenges. You have been amazing and we can’t wait to see you all in September!

Please keep sending in photographs so we can all see what you have been getting up to.
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